
Creating change. Inspiring action.

Industry-leading insights. Cutting-edge innovations.  
Solutions you need to improve the health of your 
organization and community.

That’s why we are excited to invite you to our annual 
Breakthroughs Conference and Exhibition. 

Premier’s annual Breakthroughs Conference and Exhibition is 
an exclusive member event where you can join more than 4,000 
like-minded healthcare decision-makers and peers working 
together to create real solutions to transform healthcare.

No matter where you are on your transformation journey, 
Breakthroughs has the education, ideas, resources and people 
you need to discover new ways to advance innovation, improve 
efficiencies and navigate today’s ever-changing healthcare 
environment.

 

At Breakthroughs 2020, you will:

››    Get the latest updates on healthcare policy and 
  industry trends.

››    Learn best practices from colleagues who are driving 
meaningful change to reduce cost, redesign care  
and improve outcomes.

››    Build new relationships with peers who
       share your concerns and challenges.

››    Optimize your supply chain with Premier’s  
exhibiting suppliers.

››   Gather information about the clinical, financial and 
operational innovations that are on the horizon. 
 

You will leave the conference enlightened, energized  
and prepared to chart the road ahead.

Take advantage of this customizable experience in 
Nashville, Tennessee, to find the solutions you need  
to transform healthcare.

Best practices.
  
Create a tailored curriculum from more than 150 
concurrent sessions that are offered in more than 25 different 
educational tracks and walk away with practical solutions that can 
be immediately applied.
 

Thought leadership.  
 
Be inspired by some of today’s brightest minds in healthcare, 
business and politics as well-known thought leaders share their 
insights during general sessions. These experts and innovators will 
offer strategies, trends and solutions to help you meet the industry 
challenges ahead.  

Continuing education.  
 
Breakthroughs offers attendees several continuing education credit 
opportunities, including:

››   American College of Healthcare Executives (self-report)
››   American Culinary Federation 
››   Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education
››   American Nutrition and Foodservice Professionals
››   American Society for Clinical Laboratory Science
››   American Society of Radiologic Technologists
››   American Society for Healthcare Risk Managers
››   Association for Healthcare Resource & Materials Management
››   Certified Professional in Healthcare Quality
››   Continuing Medical Education (physicians only)
››   Commission on Dietetic Registration
››   Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society
››   Human Resources Certificate Institute
››   Institute for Supply Management
››   National Registry of CPE Sponsors of the  
››   National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
››   Nursing Contact Hours

WHY BREAKTHROUGHS?

Premier members: No cost to register.
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“Breakthroughs is always a pleasure to attend. The 
professionalism, learning sessions and wealth of 
information is extremely sustainable. Networking 
opportunities are endless. I always walk away with  
more knowledge than I arrived with.” 

Steve Lehman
System Director - Food and Nutrition
Bon Secours Mercy Health

WHY BREAKTHROUGHS?

Join the conversation: #Breakthroughs20
www.breakthroughs.premierinc.com

“I walked away from Premier’s Breakthroughs Conference 
excited about the future of healthcare and the direction 
Premier is leading. I look forward to getting back to work 
and using the knowledge and motivation I gained at the 
conference to further our system’s mission and vision.” 
 
Sarah Rae
Clinical Data Integration and Analytics Analyst 
AnMed Health

“This conference is the best way to connect with the 
personal energy and expertise of the other members. 
I feel way more connected and confident in the other 
members filling a similar role after listening and 
discussing shared issues. Well worth doing.”
 
Benjamin Hatton 
Productivity and Benchmarking Analyst 
Providence Health

“The Premier Breakthroughs Conference is educational, 
fun, invigorating and refreshing! It is so nice to be 
surrounded by positive people in a learning environment 
at such an exceptional venue!”

Kelly Brasel, RN 
Quality Improvement Practitioner
Samaritan Medical Center

›› ››

›› ››

Visit experts in the Premier Village, 
the PremierConnect® Learning Lab or 
the Premier Academy to find practical 
solutions to your most critical questions.

Take advantage of the numerous formal 
and informal networking opportunities 
to interact with peers and experts from 
across the healthcare industry.

Visit with more than 500 contracted 
suppliers on the trade show floor to 
discover their latest offerings to help 
maximize your supply efficiency.

Insights tailored to you.

http://www.breakthroughs.premierinc.com

